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Warwickshire Events
2 Jan

Social Meeting
Park House, Sutton Coldfield

Sutton
Coldfield

8 Jan

7.30

Second Monday Meeting
The Gate Inn, Upper Brailes, OX15 5AX

Shipston

8 Jan

7.30

Branch New Year’s meal and get-together
The Fieldhouse, 10 Knightcote Drive, Solihull,
B91 3JU
Friends and Family welcome. Please phone Mark
Robinson (0121 706 5859) in advance.

Solihull

15 Jan

7.30

Branch Meeting
Selection of Old Beekeeping Films
All Saints Church Hall, Rectory Lane,
Allesley, CV5 9EQ

Coventry

17 Jan

7.30

Branch Meeting
Communication in Honey Bees Celia Rutland.
An intriguing explanation on how honey bees
communicate with each other
Friends Meeting House, Regent Street, Rugby

Rugby

Branch Meeting Subject TBC
Erdington Church Centre

Sutton
Coldfield

Branch Meeting
Improving Habitats for Bees (& Other Pollinators in
Birmingham) Nicola Farrin, Principal Ecology
Officer at BCC
Dame Elizabeth Cadbury Hall, Firbank Close,
Bournville, B30 1UA

Birmingham

3 Feb &
10 Feb

Beginners Beekeeping Course 2018
Brinklow Community Hall
Visit rugbybeekeepers.org for details.

Rugby

6 Feb

Social Meeting
Park House, Sutton Coldfield

Sutton
Coldfield

Solihull Branch AGM
Followed by ‘Bee Cosies’ Ian Davidson
Methodist Hall, Blossomfield Road, Solihull
B91 1LG.

Solihull

15 Feb

Sutton Coldfield & North Birmingham Branch
AGM

Sutton
Coldfield

17 & 18
Feb

Beginners Beekeeping Course
BBKA HQ, Stoneleigh Park

Coventry

Coventry Branch AGM
All Saints Church Hall, Rectory Lane,
Allesley, CV5 9EQ

Coventry

18 Jan
26 Jan

12 Feb

19 Feb

7.30

7.30

7.30
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Rugby Branch AGM
Friends Meeting House, Regent Street, Rugby
We will be running a Door Prize to members this
year. Please attend for entry!

Rugby

As members of the WBKA you are welcome to attend any of the meetings
and events listed in the Warwickshire diary pages

Invitation from Stratford Beekeepers
Friday 2nd March 2018 at 7.30pm
Luddington Village Hall
CV37 9SD

Sustainable Beekeeping
Jo Widdicombe

We would like to extend an invitation to all Warwickshire Beekeepers

Warwickshire News
Birmingham & District
Branch

A Happy and Prosperous New Year to
all in 2018.
In a flashback to 2017, twenty members
of BDBKA braved the first snowfall to
meet for Christmas lunch early last
month.
The Westley Hotel again
provided us with a warm and hospitable
venue and party hats to enjoy an
afternoon of convivial company and
lashings of tasty food.
Our next branch meeting takes place on
Friday 26th January when our speaker
will be Nicola Farrin, Principal Ecology
Officer, Birmingham City
Council:
Improving habitats for bees and other
pollinators in Birmingham. See website
for full details, all are welcome.

Diana Philips
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Coventry & District
Branch

Nuneaton & Atherstone
Branch

www.covbeebranch.co.uk
The November branch meeting was
well attended and we were privileged to
listen to a very interesting talk on
’Honeybee Democracy’ by Justus Klaar.
The talk took the form of a review of the
book of the same name by Thomas
Seeley and was all about the amazing
way that honeybees prepare for
swarming and then how they go about
choosing their new nest site.
A
considerable amount of observation
and experimentation has gone into
working out how the colony, working as
a ’super organism’ manages to achieve
this feat and Justus was able to explain
all this in terms which were easily
understood
even
by
the
less
scientifically minded of us who were
present. Our sincere thanks to Justuus
for coming to speak to the branch and
getting through it despite one or two
technical difficulties!
Also announced at the November
meeting was the possibility of us having
to move the branch apiary away from
Ryton gardens as the site has been put
up for sale. We don’t now yet that we
will definitely have to move but the
committee are planning, as far as we
are able, to cover all eventualities and
will keep you all up dated as soon as
events unfold.
The early December copy date for the
January edition of WB means that we
have not yet had our Christmas social
meeting but I will report on that in
February.
Coventry Branch wish a very Happy
New Year to all the Warwickshire
members

Following on from our first winter indoor
meeting, we have had two further ones
with first of all David McDowell
speaking with great clarity on the topic
of “Being a Professional Beekeeper”.
David detailed his year’s calendar and it
was a surprise to many present that a
great deal of his time was spent in
associated activities, other than the
practicalities faced by many of us in
being a beekeeper, including being
involved in the education of young
children. It was interesting to see the
far-ranging spread of his out apiaries,
including providing a pollination service
as far afield as Kent and the
resurrection of a Beehaus in the
grounds of a local monastery. Having
to generate sufficient income through
bee-related activities is certainly far
more of a challenge than any of us had
imagined and I am sure that nobody
else in our club would have ever dreamt
that being a professional beekeeper
would involve being at version 10 of
trying to perfect moustache wax!!
Our most recent meeting was our
annual Christmas “Noggin and Natter”
when we met to share refreshments,
chew the fat and attempt to answer the
questions in our yearly quiz. Just in
case you are at a loss as to what to do
while the Christmas pudding and turkey
settle, how about trying to solve the
following bee-related anagrams:
 Harbored comb
 A rare vomit
 In an earshot
 Hawks rooms
 Bed or donor
(All have 2-word answers)
May your supers be full, your swarms
few and the Sun always shine on your
apiary.

Julia Barclay

John Twidle
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Rugby Branch

Solihull Branch

The Rugby Branch members hope 2018
brings happiness and success to you
and your beekeeping projects.
The final branch meeting of the year
concluded in a fun evening with
a challenging quiz - run very
professionally and competitively by
Peter and Marion Dixon; do you know
which artist painted 'The Blue Boy' was
it Gainsborough or Vermeer, or which
USA state is called ‘the honey pot'?
Well, we certainly found out! A great
interactive meeting and supper to end
2017.
Our new beekeeper course is planned
to run in February 2018, should you
know anybody interested please
forward names to one of the committee
members, we still have a few places
available.

A Happy New Year to all. We hope you
had a restful and enjoyable festive
period and can look forward to a
rewarding 2018 year for all beekeepers.
Thank you to our apiary team who have
been busy during the winter months
maintaining and organising the teaching
apiary in readiness for the new
beekeeping year.
In preparation for the New Year, we
have a whole range of reading materials
for members to borrow from our library,
which can be perused at your leisure.
In addition, our winter programme of
meetings
can
be
found
at
www.warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk/
Solihull. It includes a number of
presentations on a wide range of topics,
so something for everyone.
Also, a reminder that membership fees
were due at the end of December. If
you haven’t yet paid your subs, please
do so as soon as possible.
Finally, our Branch New Year’s meal
and get together is planned for Monday
January 8th, 7.30pm at The Fieldhouse
and friends and family are welcome. To
secure your place, please telephone
Mark Robinson on 0121 706 5859.

Gail Plester
Shipston Branch

Medals for all who managed to get
to the Quiz Night at The Gate Inn,
Brailes, in temperatures of -4°C on
arrival. It was much colder when we
left the warmth of the pub. (-7°C
when I eventually arrived home).
About 25 made it I think, which was
probably 20 more than expected.
Fires were lit in both rooms and 15
of us enjoyed fish and chips.
I admit to not usually being a fan of
Quiz Nights, but James again did
wonders and his quiz was exceptional.
That is the second one I have actually
enjoyed!
Thank
you
James.
Thanks too to David B, for his
comprehensive and clear bee-less
oxalic acid demo in the pub before the
Quiz, and to Douglas who very
generously brought five very tasty
meads for us to sample. I tried three
and No. 5 was my favourite.

Channy Collins
Sutton Coldfield &
North Birmingham
Banch
th

16
November 2017 - Chairman’s
Evening:
Royal National Lifeboat
Institution fund raising talk.
It was the Chairman’s evening which
can include a talk on any subject that
the Chairman chooses. We had the
RNLI give us a talk about how they
started and what they do. They were
due last year however, due to Illness
they couldn’t make it.
This
year
Jill
Charter
and
Carolyn McLaughlin, both volunteers
from the Sutton Coldfield branch of the
Royal National Lifeboat Institution gave
a well-presented talk, giving us tons of

Tim Newcombe
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Chronicles of a
Novice Beekeeper

facts about the RNLI and a couple of
videos that showed some of the
success stories. The videos showed
reconstructions of some of the rescues
and incidents they had been called out
to with commentary from some of the
survivors. All very grateful for the work
the RNLI do.
Some of the facts I learned included
that the Institution was founded in 1824
and the Royal was added in 1854. It
costs £107 million to run each year and
that the busiest RNLI boats are based
along the River Thames. 21,000 people
were helped in 2016 from across the
UK. The ladies gave an amazing, and
inspirational talk. It was good to hear
how dedicated many of the volunteers
of this charity are and how they drop
everything to rush to the aid of people in
need; every second counts. It’s not just
people they help, livestock and pets are
regularly rescued. They also made us
aware of the training they offer to life
guards from all over the world, people
from far afield as Australia coming to
the UK to receive training. Something
that Britain can say they lead the world
in.
At the end of the talk we could buy
some RNLI merchandise, including
timely Christmas cards, calendars and
lots of stationary. We managed to raise
£127.38 for the charity.
After the talk the Chairman, James
Mundye provided a home made cream
tea and an assortment of cakes and
pastries which we all enjoyed.
As an association, we also received a
letter of thanks from the RNLI.
12th December
Sutton Park – Christmas Celebrations
We had a decent turnout for festive food
and drink at the annual Christmas
dinner we have as an association and
which is held at the Toby Carvery in
Sutton Park, only meters away from our
association hives where the bees will
have been clustering. It was on the
Tuesday after the snow fell so it was
very festive.

Success! I received an offer of interest
and may have a suitable location for two
hives of bees this coming spring!
Exciting! We’ve arranged to meet on
December 30th to determine the most
suitable location for the bees. It may
turn out not to be a suitable site, but I’m
keeping my fingers crossed!
My name is Denali & I’m new to
beekeeping. I’ve been asked to write
this column from a novice perspective;
the challenges, failures & successes.
In 2016, I took Coventry Branch’s two
day Beginner Beekeeping Course. Due
to work demands trickling into the
weekends and a minuscule back
garden, I was not able to follow up on
anything related to bees straight away,
but this past season, I observed &
helped with weekly inspections at the
Coventry Branch’s hives & also
attended Dave Bonner’s Thursday
evening
practical
sessions
for
beginners. I’ve found attending both to
have been really beneficial in terms of
developing basic skills such as lighting a
smoker and handling frames of bees.
My interest in beekeeping was triggered
after moving to a village for my Dad’s
work. To walk into town or to school, we
had to take a path that ran behind our
neighbour’s back garden. The path was
maybe 20 feet away from Mr. Brown’s
hives. The appearance & sound was
fascinating to me. While Mr Brown
never allowed me close to the hives (he
worked without veil or gloves), he taught
me a little about them & how good they
were for the garden (Mrs. Brown did
have a beautiful garden…& our fruit
trees were incredible).
If I’m lucky, Father Christmas will have
put a hive tool in my stocking & a copy
of The BBKA Guide to Beekeeping, 2nd
Edition under the tree!

Denali Enns

Jitesh Patel
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HOW DO YOU TREAT YOUR SPEAKERS?
Talking to a variety of groups, it is interesting to note the differences between them.
This is noticeable especially as regards looking after speakers.
It is perhaps worth reconsidering what information you give to speakers and how you
manage their hospitality (or, in most cases, lack of it). Bear in mind that a speaker
travelling for 1½ to 2 hours for a 7.30pm talk will have left home at about 5 pm and
travelled through the rush hour. (S)he will then give a talk and answer questions and
drive home again, arriving at about 11.00 pm, or later if the meeting has gone on for
a long time. We have often sat on Cannock Chase in the dark eating sandwiches or
on Motorway service centres. So below are a few points to perhaps bear in mind:
Initial booking
Do you have a booking form? This can be simple, can be emailed and saves a lot of
time. It should include:
 Details of the venue, equipment available, eg screen, projector, computer etc.
 How to get to the venue, including address and postcode.
 Time of the meeting and it’s format including length of talk.
 Mobile contact for the evening in case unexpected problems arise on the journey.
 Details you need from the speaker including expected charges/expenses, any
other equipment needed and ETA.
If the speaker is travelling any distance someone should offer them a meal or, in
some cases, overnight accommodation.
You can also ask for a brief biography.
Reminder
About 2 weeks before the meeting, contact the speaker to check that everything is in
order. This gives you a little leeway if they have double-booked!
At the meeting
Someone should greet the speaker and offer help if needed. A drink of water should
be provided. A proper introduction should be made, even if you feel the audience
knows the speaker. There are always new people who do not. Who is this person?
What do they know that I don’t? Do they have any qualifications? If you have a
biography there is no problem.
At the end, the speaker should be thanked properly by someone and the Chairman
should manage questions.
Someone should settle the speaker’s fee/expenses, not wait for them to ask which
embarrasses everyone concerned. Help should be offered to transport equipment etc
if needed.
After the event
It is really nice for the speaker to receive a brief email saying thank you. It doesn’t
cost anything.
Finally
I have used the term ‘someone’ in places. Remember the old story:
This is a story about four people named Everybody, Somebody, Anybody and
Nobody. There was an important job to be done and Everybody was sure that
Somebody would do it. Anybody could have done it, but Nobody did it. Somebody
got angry about that, because it was Everybody’s job. Everybody thought Anybody
could do it, but Nobody realized that Everybody wouldn’t do it. It ended up that
Everybody blamed Somebody when Nobody did what Anybody could have.

Celia F Davis
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Nosema - The Silent Killer
 Adapt their beekeeping practices to

Nosema is a disease caused by a
microsporidian parasite; a spore
forming fungus. It invades the gut of
the adult bees, reducing their ability to
digest pollen and shortening their lives
quite considerably. The digestion
system breaks down and the bees are
thought to die of starvation. Larvae do
not get infected with Nosema but there
have been cases where Nosema has
been detected in pupae however, in
general it is a disease of the adult bee.

minimise the risk of getting the
disease or spreading the disease
amongst their colonies.

Colonies are most at risk when the
bees are unable to fly – so over the
winter and during prolonged spells of
bad weather. Once bees are able to fly
then they can go on clearing flights,
thus removing spores from the colony.
The disease is spread within the hive
from adult to adult. A single infected
bee can produce 200 million spores.
The biggest cause of infection is from
spores in faeces. House bees get
infected while cleaning the hive. These
contaminate other adult bees and
further contaminate the combs.

The impact on the adult bees is:
 Worker bees cannot produce brood
food therefore, cannot be effective
nurse bees. They become foragers
early and die early.
 Queen bees stop laying eggs and die
within weeks.
 Drones have reduced fertility, are
weaker, their semen becomes
infected with spores and they have a
reduced lifespan. They are unlikely
to catch a virgin queen to mate with
her.

The disease is spread from colony to
colony by bees and the beekeeper.
The bees by drifting and the beekeeper
by moving contaminated combs, uniting
weak, diseased colonies with stronger
colonies, poor apiary hygiene – dirty
equipment, dead colonies not cleared
away, and cleaned, etc., poor personal
hygiene - not cleaning gloves, hive
tools, bee suits, etc.

The impact on the colony:
 Colony does not expand in the
springtime.
 Dwindling numbers of bees.
 Neglected brood.
 Staining on the outside of the hive
and inside on the comb (Nosema apis
only).
 Secondary
diseases
appear,
especially Chalk Brood and AFB.
 Colony dies

We must understand that there are two
types of Nosema – Nosema apis and
Nosema ceranae. Whilst these are
both spore forming fungal diseases,
they have quite different characteristics.
In both cases the spores can remain
viable for about 12 months. (See next
page for a comparative table)
What should Beekeepers do?
In mid to late April every colony should
be tested for the presence of Nosema.
This involves taking a sample of 30
adult bees and checking under a
microscope at 400x. If it is not possible
to sample every colony, then as a
minimum, every colony that is not
thriving should be tested. It would be
good practice for each association to

It is now obvious that any colony
infected with Nosema is not going to
thrive and therefore, it is important that
beekeepers:
 Check colonies for this disease,
 Know how to treat infected colonies
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Nosema apis

Causes
dysentery
Temperature
sensitivity

Time when
the disease
is most
evident
Age of ideal
adult host

Killed by
Bees get
better

Nosema ceranae

Yes, spots of faecal waste may
be on the outside and inside of
the hive.
Breed best at 34°C (brood nest
temperature).
Above 37°C the spores can no
longer develop.
Spores killed at 60°C.
Can survive sub-zero
temperatures.
In the lab spores survive years
in frozen combs.
Spring.

No. No spotting occurs

Longer living winter bee.
Reproduces less in the
short-lived summer bee.
Scorching
80% acetic acid fumigation.
Sometimes in the spring, when
the bees are able to fly and go
on clearing flights. The winter
bees have died, so the
reproduction rate is reduced.
Temperatures are rising so
spores adversely affected

Can reproduce well in both
summer and winter bees.

Breed best at 34°C (brood nest
temperature).
Spores can survive and develop
at temperatures above 60°C.
Spores killed by 24 hours of frost
temperatures.

From spring through to late
autumn.

80% acetic acid fumigation.
Deep freeze combs for 24 hours.
Less likely to get better without
beekeeper intervention. This is
due to the spores reproducing
well in all ages of adult bees and
able to survive higher
temperatures.

organise Nosema Clinics for their members every year and even better practice for
the members of the associations to take advantage of them.
Appropriate apiary and personal hygiene.
Gentle manipulation and use of smoke to clear the bees; Nosema is a disease of the
gut of the adult bee and one of the ways that beekeepers spread this disease is by
squashing bees when manipulating their colonies. That yellowy, gooey stuff that
comes out of a squashed bee is its gut. House bees are programmed to clean it up
and if the now dead bee was infected with Nosema, then this is transmitted to the
house bees. Next time you open your hives, look around the edges of the crown
boards, supers, queen excluders and brood boxes. How many squashed bees do
you see? This is caused by lack of smoke to clear the bees and poor manipulation
when putting the hive back together.
Changing comb on a regular basis; Dirty comb harbours the pathogens of all kinds of
diseases. My view is that any comb that has been routinely used for brood rearing
should be changed every 12 months. Twelve months of use in a brood nest leaves
the comb filthy dirty and full of pathogens. No comb in the brood box should be more
than two years old.
How do your treat a colony that has Nosema?
There are no medicines, no silver bullets. You have to get the bees onto a set of new
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foundation. Colonies with Nosema are weak and unlikely to survive a shook swarm.
If you have clean, fumigated drawn comb, that will help this process.
To move the bees onto fresh comb or foundation you need to carry out a Bailey
Disease Comb Change. This is quite different from the manipulation which is called
a Bailey Comb Change, which is when a strong colony is given a full box of
foundation to draw out. Mix the two up and you will have a dead colony. I will
describe the Bailey Disease Comb Change in the next issue.
Acknowledgements:
National Bee Unit – Beebase Fact sheets.
Morse & Flottum – Honey Bee Pests, Predators and Diseases.
Wolfgang Ritter - Practical Beekeeping: Beekeeping with the ‘new’ parasite.
Beeaware.org.au – Nosema.

Dave Bonner - Master Beekeeper

Honey Alchemy
Saffron & Honey Brioche
This is delicious as loaves or rolls and is perfect fresh for breakfast, as posh
burger buns or sliced in bread and butter pudding.
This recipe makes 2 loaves, about 16 slices each When preparing this brioche,
don’t omit the saffron; infusing it in the warm milk adds an exotic flavor and aroma
to the final product, not to mention the touch of color (you could add sultanas and
imagine you’re eating Cornish Saffron bread)
Serve buttered with your favorite jam or more honey
Note that this is an easy recipe that takes time. You’ll need to start the brioche the
day before you plan to bake it. It’s an enriched dough so takes much longer than
usual to rise. Don’t be tempted to rush it and use a higher heat as the butter will
leak out. Honey not only enriches the flavor of this brioche but also helps keep it
moist.
Equipment: A Kenwood / Kitchen Aid type mixer fitted with a flat paddle or K
beater; a dough scraper; two nonstick one pound bread tins or two baking trays all
lined with baking parchment.

Sponge
(yeast starter : 35 mins)







80ml warm whole milk
A generous pinch of saffron threads (I used home grown ones from Phil Stokes)
1 sachet (9g) active dry yeast (I use Allison, but make sure it’s in date…)
1 tablespoon (15g) liquid honey
1 large egg, lightly beaten
280g strong plain flour
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 To incorporate the butter into the
dough, it should be the same
consistency as the dough. With the
mixer on medium-low speed, add the
butter a cube at a time.
 When all the butter has been
added, increase the mixer speed to
medium-high for 1 minute. Then
reduce the speed to medium and
beat the dough for 5 minutes. The
dough will be soft and sticky.
First rise:
 Cover the bowl tightly with cling film.
Let the dough rise at room
temperature until doubled in bulk,
about 2 hours.

Prepare the sponge:
 In the bowl of the mixer, combine the
milk, saffron, yeast, and honey and
stir to blend. Let it stand until foamy,
about 5 minutes.
 Add the egg and half of the flour and
stir to mix on low speed. The sponge
will be soft and sticky.
 Sprinkle with the remaining flour,
covering the sponge.
 Rest, uncovered, for 30 minutes. The
sponge should erupt slightly, cracking
the layer of flour.

Chilling and second rise:
 Knock back the dough.
 Cover the bowl tightly with plastic
wrap and refrigerate overnight, or for
at least 4 hours, during which time it
will continue to rise and may double
in size again.
 After the cold rise, the dough is
ready to use. (it can also be frozen
before this cold rise and can be
defrosted overnight in the fridge)
To bake the brioche:
 Line each tin with a strip of baking
parchment for easy removal.
 Divide the cold dough into 12 equal
pieces.
 Butter your hands and roll each
piece of dough tightly into a ball and
place 6 pieces in each tin with the
joins downwards.
 Cover the pans with a clean damp
cloth or an oiled bag and let the
dough rise at room temperature until
doubled in bulk, 1 to 1.5 hours.
 Center a rack in the oven. Preheat
the oven to 375°F (190°C).

Dough
(2 hrs 10 mins plus overnight
cold rise &1.5 hrs final rise)
 honey
 1 teaspoon fine sea salt (or leave out
and use salted butter)

 4 large eggs, lightly beaten
 210g strong plain flour
 180g unsalted butter, cut into cubes
and left at room temperature

Prepare the dough:
 Add the honey, salt, eggs, and flour
to the sponge.
 Mix on low speed just until the
ingredients come together - about 1
minute. Increase the mixer speed to
medium and beat for 5 minutes.
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 1 large egg, lightly beaten

The brioche is best eaten the day it is
baked. It can be stored for a day or two,
tightly wrapped.
To freeze, wrap it tightly and store for
up to 1 month. Thaw, still wrapped, at
room temperature.

 Lightly brush the dough with the egg

Makes an amazing bread and butter
pudding or eggy bread too…

Egg wash
(35 mis plus cooling and
scoffing)

wash.

Happy New Year!

 Use the tip of a pair of sharp scissors

Mandy Cadge

to snip several crosses along the top
of each loaf. (This will help the brioche rise evenly as it bakes.)
 Place the tins in the oven and bake
until the brioche loaves are puffed
and deeply golden, 30 to 35 minutes.
 Remove the pans from the oven and
place on a rack to cool.
 Turn the loaves out once they have
cooled.
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Caveat Emptor
Be aware that Warwickshire Beekeepers Association is not responsible for any
goods or services advertised in Warwickshire Beekeeper or on the website. Anyone
purchasing bees or nuclei should satisfy themselves that they are disease free and
that they are aware of the provenance of any queens.
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WBKA WHO’S WHO
Peter Spencer

President

Celia Davis

Chairman
01676 533252
chairman@warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk

01926 856204

Mike Blanco

Secretary
01527 591855
secretary@warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk

Jan Willetts

Treasurer
0121 249 1965
treasurer@warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk

Gill Grimshaw

Examination Secretary 01926 497440
wbkaexams@gillgrimshaw.com

Julia Barclay

WB Editor
02476 411275
wbeditor@warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk
Copy to julia@barclaysworld.com

Peter Barclay

Web Master
webmaster@warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk

Branch Secretaries
Birmingham

07708 031926

bdbka.sec@aol.co.uk

Coventry

02476 411275

cbka.secretary@hotmail.co.uk

Nuneaton

01827 880689

Rugby

01788 833877

Shipston

07837 744791

Solihull

0121 704 1731

Sutton Coldfield

0121 354 3322

Warwick & Leamington

01926 632388

Bee Inspectors

scj.scj@btinternet.com

BDI Representatives

SEASONAL BEE INSPECTORS
(April to September only)
Dave Bonner
07775 119434
Keren Green
07901 517779

WBKA Representative
Julian Routh
0121 354 5956
Director & Claims Manager
Bernard Diaper
07711 456932

REGIONAL BEE INSPECTOR
Colin Pavey
07775 119471

COPY DATE FOR FEBRUARY ISSUE OF WB: 19/01/2018
Items appearing in WB are not necessarily the view of
either the editor or Warwickshire Beekeepers Association
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